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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  


The U.S. Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General completed an 
audit of four grants awarded by the Office of Justice Programs (OJP) to the National 
Indian Justice Center (NIJC) in Santa Rosa, California.  The NIJC was awarded 
$3,127,009 under Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051, 2011-IP-BX-K001, 
2011-VF-GX-K020, and 2014-VF-GX-K018 to design and deliver legal education, 
research, and technical assistance programs that seek to improve the quality of life 
for Native communities and the administration of justice in Indian country.1 

The objective of this audit was to determine whether costs claimed under the 
grants were allowable, supported, and in accordance with applicable laws, 
regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions.  To accomplish this objective, we 
assessed performance in the following areas of grant management:  financial 
management, expenditures, budget management and control, drawdowns, federal 
financial reports, and program performance.  The criteria we audited against are 
contained in the OJP Financial Guide and the grant award documents. 

As of March 2015, the NIJC had drawn down $2,160,372 of the total grant 
funds awarded. We examined the NIJC’s policies and procedures, accounting 
records, and financial and progress reports, and found that the NIJC did not comply 
with essential award conditions related to financial controls, the use of funds, 
contract management, budget management, federal financial reports, and 
performance.  Specifically, the NIJC:  (1) did not adequately define policies and 
procedures to ensure effective control over grant funds; (2) incurred $353,446 in 
unallowable costs and $369,418 in unsupported costs; (3) did not submit accurate 
Federal Financial Reports for three of the grants; and (4) was delayed in achieving 
grant goals and objectives for one of the grants. 

Our report contains 10 recommendations to OJP, which are detailed in the 
Findings and Recommendations section of this report.  Our audit objective, scope, 
and methodology are discussed in Appendix 1 and our Schedule of Dollar-Related 
Findings appears in Appendix 2. We discussed the results of our audit with NIJC 
officials and have included their comments in the report, as applicable.  In addition, 
we requested from the NIJC and OJP, written responses to the draft copy of our 
audit report.  We received those responses and they are found in Appendices 3 and 
4, respectively. 

1  Throughout the report we refer to these awards as grants.  However, OJP identified these 
awards as cooperative agreements, which generally require more involvement by the federal 
government. 
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AUDIT OF THE OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS 

GRANTS AWARDED TO THE 


NATIONAL INDIAN JUSTICE CENTER 

SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 


INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General 
completed an audit of four grants awarded by the Office of Justice Programs (OJP) 
to the National Indian Justice Center (NIJC) in Santa Rosa, California.  The NIJC 
was awarded four grants totaling $3,127,009, as shown in Table 1.1 

Table 1 


Grants Awarded to the NIJC
 

Award Number Award Date 
Project 

Start Date 
Project 

End Date 
Award 

Amount 
2010-IC-BX-K051 09/20/2010 04/01/2011 03/31/2012 $250,000 

2011-IP-BX-K001 

Original Award 09/07/2011 10/01/2011 03/31/2013 850,000 

Supplement 1 08/28/2012 10/01/2011 03/31/2014 782,000 

Supplement 2 09/10/2013 10/01/2011 12/31/2015 400,000 

2011-VF-GX-K020 

Original Award 09/06/2011 10/01/2011 09/30/2012 172,480 

Supplement 1 08/08/2012 10/01/2011 09/30/2013 245,304 

Supplement 2 08/13/2013 10/01/2011 01/31/2015 177,225 

2014-VF-GX-K018 09/23/2014 10/01/2014 09/30/2015 250,000 

Total $3,127,009 

Source:  OJP 

The NIJC is an Indian owned and operated non-profit corporation.  The 
goals of the NIJC are to design and deliver legal education, research, and 
technical assistance programs that seek to improve the quality of life for Native 
communities and the administration of justice in Indian country.  The NIJC 
received two grants from the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), within OJP, 
Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051 and 2011-IP-BX-K001, and two grants from the 
Office for Victims of Crime (OVC), within OJP, Grant Numbers 2011-VF-GX-K020 
and 2014-VF-GX-K018.  Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 was awarded to the 
NIJC to increase the capacity of tribal courts to identify clients at risk for alcohol 
and substance abuse and/or Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder, and to direct them 
to appropriate services.  Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 was awarded to provide 

1  Throughout the report we refer to these awards as grants.  However, OJP identified these 
awards as cooperative agreements, which generally require more involvement by the federal 
government. 
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Training and Technical Assistance (T&TA) to Correctional Systems and 
Correctional Alternatives on Tribal Lands (CSCATL) Program grantees; these 
grantees received funds to plan, construct, or renovate tribal justice facilities 
associated with the incarceration and rehabilitation of juvenile and adult offenders 
subject to tribal jurisdiction, including exploring community-based alternatives to 
correctional facilities on tribal lands.  Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 was 
awarded to improve the tribal and non-Indian justice system responses to Indian 
and Alaskan Native victims of alcohol-related crashes on and near tribal lands.  
The purpose of Grant Number 2014-VF-GX-K018 was to create a mobile app that 
can be a one-stop portal to information and education on victim/family safety and 
self-care and to the workings of the various jurisdictions, justice systems, and 
services from which Native victims and their families may seek support. 

Audit Approach 

The objective of this audit was to determine whether costs claimed under 
the grants were allowable, supported, and in accordance with applicable laws, 
regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions.  To accomplish this objective, 
we assessed performance in the following areas of grant management:  financial 
management, expenditures, budget management and control, drawdowns, 
federal financial reports, and program performance. 

We tested compliance with what we consider to be the most important 
conditions of the grants.  The criteria we audited against are contained in the 
OJP Financial Guide and the award documents.  The results of our analysis are 
discussed in detail in the Findings and Recommendations section of the report. 
Appendix 1 contains additional information on this audit’s objective, scope, and 
methodology.  The Schedule of Dollar-Related Findings appears in Appendix 2. 

We discussed the results of our audit with the NIJC officials and have 
included their comments in the report, as applicable. In addition, we requested 
from the NIJC and OJP written responses to a draft copy of our audit report.  We 
received those responses and they are found in Appendices 3 and 4, 
respectively. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

At the time of our fieldwork, the NIJC fully expended Grant Numbers 
2010-IC-BX-K051 and 2011-VF-GX-K020 and expended more than half of the 
total funding for Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001.  There were no expenditures 
or drawdowns related to Grant Number 2014-VF-GX-K018.  Therefore, our audit 
focused on Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051, 2011-IP-BX-K001, and 
2011-VF-GX-K020. 

Grant Financial Management 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, all grant recipients and subrecipients 
are required to establish and maintain adequate accounting systems and financial 
records and to accurately account for funds awarded to them.  We reviewed the 
NIJC’s Single Audit Reports for 2011 through 2013 to identify internal control 
weaknesses and significant noncompliance issues related to federal awards.  We 
also conducted interviews with financial staff, examined policies and procedures, 
and inspected grant documents to determine whether the NIJC adequately 
safeguards grant funds.  

We found that NIJC’s written policies and procedures do not include: 
(1) dollar thresholds regarding authorizations and purchasing, including when 
vendor selection requires competition; (2) who is responsible for receipt of supplies 
or services; or (3) how receipt of equipment or supplies should be recorded and 
inventoried.  Because the NIJC's written policies and procedures were not 
adequately defined in some areas, we found that the NIJC’s policies are unclear and 
do not provide effective control to ensure proper authorizations, vendor 
competition, or inventory management.  According to NIJC officials, these policies 
and procedures are in the process of being updated. Based on our review, we 
recommend that OJP ensure the NIJC completes, approves, and implements its 
written policies and procedures to ensure effective control over authorizations, 
vendor competition, or inventory management. 

Grant Expenditures 

The approved budgets for Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
2011-IP-BX-K001, and 2011-VF-GX-K020 each included personnel and employee 
benefits, travel, supplies, consultants/contractors, and other costs.  To determine 
whether costs charged to the awards were allowable, supported, and properly 
allocated in compliance with award requirements, we tested a judgmental sample of 
direct, non-personnel transactions from each grant.  For Grant Number 
2010-IC-BX-K051, of the 91 transactions, we selected the 10 largest transactions 
and 10 additional judgmentally selected transactions.  For Grant Number 
2011-IP-BX-K001, of the 196 transactions, we selected the 11 largest amounts, 
2 sets of two transactions with duplicate amounts and dates, 9 transactions that 
were the largest payments to an individual, and 21 judgmentally 
selected transactions.  For Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020, of the 211 
transactions, we selected the largest 20 transactions and randomly selected 
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20 additional transactions.  For personnel expenses, we selected transactions from 
six non-consecutive pay periods in which employees were paid with funds from one 
or more of the grants.  The following sections describe the results of that testing. 

Direct Costs 

The majority of our sample consisted of travel expenses, payments for 
consultant services, and personnel costs. During our review, we verified that 
expenses were properly authorized, travel expenses included receipts and were for 
a purpose that supported grant objectives, and payments to consultants were made 
in accordance with the consultant agreement and were for services within the terms 
of the agreement.  We also verified that consultant activities were supported by 
time and effort reports.  Finally, we verified that personnel expenses included time 
sheets that supported the amounts charged to each grant. For all the transactions 
reviewed, we identified 16 payments from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
15 payments from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, and 24 payments from Grant 
Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 that lacked an authorization for payment.  

According to the OJP Financial Guide, OJP does consider to be allowable the 
travel expenses of other federal employees, such as those persons serving on 
advisory committees or providing other program or project duties or assistance, if 
travel expenses have been:  (1) approved by the federal employee’s department or 
agency and (2) included as an identifiable item in the funds budgeted for the 
project or subsequently approved by the awarding agency.  We identified payments 
totaling $1,095 for two DOJ employees to attend a meeting for Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020.  No approvals from these federal employees’ departments or 
agencies were provided.  Additionally, these costs were not in the approved budget 
for the NIJC and no approval was sought from OJP.  These costs are therefore 
unallowable. 

We also found additional unallowable costs, including two expenditures 
totaling $690 that were inappropriately charged to Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 
and three payments to a consultant for accounting services totaling $4,373 from 
Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 that were not included in the approved budget. 

For Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, we found invoice payments to 
consultants that were not based on the agreement or time and effort reports as 
required by the OJP Financial Guide.  One consultant had a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with the NIJC that stipulated that the consultant would be 
compensated at a rate of $450 per day and reimbursed for any travel expenses per 
federal regulations.  Of the 17 consultant payments we tested made to this 
consultant, 15 payments totaling $216,460 lacked information regarding the 
number of hours worked. Payments were based on equal monthly installments of 
the total contract with no support for the number of hours worked.  Also, because 
there was no support for the number of hours worked, we could not ensure the 
consultant was not paid more than the allowable $450 per day.  NIJC explained that 
it would be too burdensome and time consuming to pay the consultant based on 
hours worked. However, according to this consultant, they have an internal 
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accounting system to enter time, which attributes time to a task.  The NIJC could 
have requested invoices supported by the number of hours worked; therefore, 
these costs are unsupported.  

We also identified $18,900 from Grant 2010-IC-BX-K051 and $74,508 from 
Grant 2011-VF-GX-K020 in additional consultant payments that lacked time and 
effort reports.  Without these reports we cannot determine if work completed was 
in support of grant goals and objectives and within the allowable $450 per day. 
Therefore, these costs are unsupported. 

We identified $9,865 from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, $43,084 from 
Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, and $3,385 from Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 in expenses paid to consultants that did not have an award 
agreement with the NIJC.  According to the OJP Financial Guide, when a grantee 
makes an award to a consultant, the grantee must identify the federal award 
information and the applicable compliance requirements in the award agreement. 
The award agreement must, at a minimum, include the following:  Catalog of 
Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) title and number, award name and number, 
name of the federal awarding agency, activities to be performed, period of 
performance, project policies, original award flow-through requirements that are 
applicable to the consultant, other policies and procedures to be followed, dollar 
limitation of the agreement, and cost principles to be used in determining allowable 
costs.  Without a contract, we could not determine whether the payment was for 
work that was within the scope of the agreement, for the agreed upon rate, or 
within the period of performance.  Therefore the costs paid to these contractors are 
unsupported. 

We found the following costs related to travel or training that were not 
supported:  $1,633 in missing travel receipts from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 
and $1,584 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for equipment rental to host a 
training that was missing support for the cost incurred.  We also noted that for 
training events, the NIJC distributed per diem for meals to attendees in the form of 
cash.  In some instances, there was a signature page for attendees’ 
acknowledgement of receipt of cash per diem from NIJC.  However, for one training 
event from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 and one training event from Grant 
Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 there was no signature page.  Although we are not 
questioning these costs, the NIJC should ensure in the future these signature pages 
are maintained for each event where per diem is distributed. 

Indirect Costs  

Indirect costs are costs that are not readily assignable to a particular project, 
but are necessary to the operation of the organization and the performance of the 
project.  We found that NIJC did not have indirect costs approved in the grant 
budgets or an approved indirect cost rate.  However, the NIJC charged a portion of 
expenses related to grant administration for supplies, communication, postage and 
shipping, printing and publications, and cost of ownership. Cost of ownership 
included the mortgage, insurance, maintenance, utilities, taxes, security, 
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landscaping, and equipment leases for the 24,000 square foot building the NIJC 
owns for its operations.  All administrative costs were charged based on the 
monthly allocation from the budget, rather than a percentage of actual costs for 
each month.  According to the OJP Financial Guide, in order to be reimbursed for 
indirect costs, you must first establish an appropriate indirect cost rate.2  If an 
indirect cost proposal is not submitted within 90 days after the award date, indirect 
costs may not be recovered for the period prior to submission of the proposal. 
Table 2 below shows the amount of indirect costs charged to each of the grants. 

Table 2 


Indirect Costs 


Indirect Category Grant Number 
2010-IC-BX-K051 

Grant Number 
2011-IP-BX-K001 

Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 

Occupancy $18,000  $96,623 $81,000 

Supplies 1,200  6,648 2,025 

Communication 2,285  7,200 3,265 

Postage & Shipping 2,100 4,200 4,644 

Printing & Publications 1,200 3,601 2,175 

Total $24,785  $118,362 $93,109 

Source:  The NIJC 

We are questioning $236,256 charged to the above grants as unallowable 
because an indirect cost rate was not approved.  Additionally, we identified issues 
with the current allocation method being used including that:  (1) the allocation 
method was based on a predetermined estimated monthly amount rather than 
actual costs; (2) the cost of ownership included the entire 24,000 square foot 
facility owned by the NIJC, but when we conducted fieldwork March 30, 2015, 
through April 2, 2015, we found that only a small portion of the building was being 
used for grant administration, therefore, the allocation should be based on the 
portion of the building used for grant purposes, not the entire building; and (3) the 
cost of ownership included costs related to landscaping the building, which are not 
costs necessary for grant administration.   

Compliance with Special Conditions 

Grant Numbers 2011-IP-BX-K001 and 2011-VF-GX-K020 both included 
special conditions that prevented the recipient from obligating, expending, or 
drawing down funds until the Office of the Chief Financial Officer has approved the 
budget and budget narrative and a Grant Adjustment Notice (GAN) has been issued 

2  2 C.F.R. Part 230 also defines indirect costs as those that have been incurred for common or 
joint objectives and cannot be readily identified with a particular final cost objective. After direct costs 
have been determined and assigned directly to awards or other work as appropriate, indirect costs are 
those remaining to be allocated to benefiting cost objectives.  2 C.F.R. Part 230 requires that a 
non-profit organization first determine the indirect cost rate and then submit its initial indirect cost 
proposal to the cognizant federal agency.  The results of each negotiation shall be formalized in a 
written agreement between the cognizant agency and the non-profit organization. 
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to remove the special condition.  For Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, the NIJC 
incurred $30,562 in expenditures prior to receiving financial clearance and the GAN 
to remove Special Condition Number 21, which occurred on December 1, 2011.  
NIJC officials explained that the BJA had requested NIJC to begin work prior to the 
removal of the special condition.  This included participating in the 2011 CSCATL 
Training and Technical Assistance Program Kick Off Conference Call on November 3, 
2011 as well as presenting at the Tribal Justice, Safety, and Wellness Session in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico in December 2013.  For Grant 2011-VF-GX-K020, the 
NIJC incurred $30,554 in expenditures prior to receiving financial clearance and the 
GAN to remove Special Condition Number 40, which occurred on December 6, 
2011.  According to NIJC officials, they thought that the clearance received from 
Special Condition Number 43, which was the acceptance of the required assurances 
and certifications, was the financial clearance.  A NIJC official explained they were 
unaware of the additional special condition.  We found no approvals for incurring 
expenses prior to receiving the GAN to remove each special condition.  Therefore 
these costs were unallowable. 

Grant Numbers 2011-IP-BX-K001 and 2011-VF-GX-K020 both included 
special conditions that required the recipient to obtain approval to pay consultants 
more than $450 per day, or $56.25 per hour.  We found that NIJC did not obtain 
approval to pay consultants more than $450 per day for either grant.  However, we 
found three payments from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 and one payment from 
Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 that exceeded the allowable rate.  In total, NIJC 
paid $841 and $40 above the allowable rate from Grant Numbers 2011-IP-BX-K001 
and 2011-VF-GX-K020, respectively. 

Based on our transaction testing, we recommend that OJP remedy $673,829 
in questioned costs related to unapproved federal employee travel, payments to 
unbudgeted consultants and for non-grant expenses, non-compliance with the 
terms of a consultant agreement or the OJP Financial Guide, payments to 
consultants without agreements, unsupported travel and training costs, unapproved 
indirect cost rate, and non-compliance with grant special conditions.  OJP should 
also ensure the NIJC has policies and procedures in place to ensure expenses are 
properly approved before payment; consultant agreements are in place and time 
and effort reports are submitted to support payments; signature pages are 
maintained for each training event where per diem is distributed; an indirect cost 
rate is approved before incurring indirect costs; and compliance with all grant 
special conditions. 

Budget Management and Control 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, the recipient is responsible for 
establishing and maintaining an adequate accounting system, which includes the 
ability to compare actual expenditures or outlays with budgeted amounts for each 
award. Additionally, the grant recipient must initiate a GAN for a budget 
modification that reallocates funds among budget categories if the proposed 
cumulative change is greater than 10 percent of the total award amount. 
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We compared grant expenditures to the approved budgets for Grant 
Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051, 2011-IP-BX-K001, and 2011-VF-GX-K020 to determine 
whether the NIJC transferred funds among budget categories in excess of 
10-percent.  We determined that the cumulative difference between category 
expenditures and approved budget category totals was not greater than 10 percent 
for Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001.  However, we found that cumulative transfers 
for Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051 and 2011-VF-GX-K020 exceeded the 
allowable 10-percent threshold by $43,360 and $265, respectively.  Our detailed 
analysis for Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 is included below.3 

Table 3 

Total Amount Overbudget for Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 

Budget 
Category 

Budgeted 
Amount 

Actual 
Expenditures Difference 

Personnel $84,750 $146,327 ($61,577) 

Fringe Benefits $19,400 $26,418 ($7,018) 

Travel $24,400 $18,541 $5,859 

Equipment - - -

Supplies $1,200 $1,200 -

Contractual $84,000 $34,165 $49,835 

Other $36,250 $23,585 $12,665 

Total Overbudget $68,596 

Allowable 10% of Total Project Costs $25,000 

Direct Expenditures Exceeding Budget $236 

Difference $43,360

 Note: Difference between the sums is the result of rounding.

 Source: OJP and NIJC accounting records 

As no GAN was submitted to OJP for approval, we question the amounts of 
$43,360 from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 and $265 from Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 as unallowable.  We recommended that OJP coordinate with the 
NIJC to remedy the unallowable expenses and ensure the NIJC implements policies 
and procedures to ensure compliance with budget requirements. 

Drawdowns 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, an adequate accounting system should 
be established to maintain documentation to support all receipts of federal funds. 
If, at the end of the grant award, recipients have drawn down funds in excess of 
federal expenditures, unused funds must be returned to the awarding agency. 
NIJC officials stated that grant drawdowns are requested monthly or quarterly on a 

3  Because the cumulative transfers exceeding 10-percent for Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 totaled $265, we did not include a detailed analysis. 
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reimbursement basis, using information generated by their accounting system. As 
of March 17, 2015, the NIJC had drawn down $250,000 from Grant Number 
2010-IC-BX-K051, $1,315,363 from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, and 
$595,009 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020.  The total drawdowns for Grant 
Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051 and 2011-VF-GX-K020 represent the entire grant 
awards. To assess whether the NIJC managed grant receipts in accordance with 
federal requirements, we compared the total amount reimbursed to the total 
expenditures in the accounting records.  For Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
2011-IP-BX-K001, and 2011-VF-GX-K020, we found that the cumulative 
drawdowns were supported by the cumulative expenditures in the accounting 
records.   

Also, according to the OJP Financial Guide, expenditure of funds can occur 
within the 90-day liquidation period after the grant ends.  The liquidation period 
exists to allow projects time to receive ordered goods and make final payments. 
No new obligations can be made during the period. We found that the NIJC 
incurred $5,410 in grant expenditures under Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 after 
the grant period ended on January 31, 2015. 

We recommend that OJP remedy $5,410 in grant expenditures that the NIJC 
incurred after the grant period ended for Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

Federal Financial Reports 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, recipients shall report the actual 
expenditures and unliquidated obligations incurred for the reporting period on each 
financial report.  The grantee’s accounting system must support all of the financial 
reporting that is accurate, current, and complete.  To determine whether the FFRs 
submitted by the NIJC were accurate, we compared the four most recent reports to 
the NIJC’s accounting records for each grant. 

During our review of accounting records, we found that the NIJC charged one 
lump sum amount to the grants for the following costs:  fringe benefits, cost of 
ownership, supplies, communication, postage and shipping, and printing and 
publications.  According to the NIJC, these are administrative expenses related to 
running the company that are charged to each grant by an allocation method.4 

They are shown in the accounting records as one transaction because each monthly 
allocation was rolled up into one expense.  At the end of the grant, as part of the 
closeout, these overhead and fringe expenses are charged to the grant. We 
requested the monthly allocation breakdown, which the NIJC did not originally 
provide. We included the monthly allocation breakdown for administrative costs in 
the FFR analysis and, as shown in Table 4, we identified discrepancies between the 
expenditures in the accounting records and what was reported in the FFR for Grant 
Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051, 2011-IP-BX-K001, and 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

4  See the Indirect Costs section of this report for analysis related to the indirect costs. 
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Table 4 


FFR Analysis 


Report 
Number 

Report 
Period 
From 
Dates 

Report 
Period 

To Dates 

Periodic 
Expenditures 

Per FFR 

Expenditures 
Per 

Accounting 
Records Difference 

Cumulative 
Difference 

2010-IC-BX-K051 

1 04/1/2011 06/30/2011 $29,203 $69,244 $40,041 $40,041 

2 07/1/2011 09/30/2011 $83,814 $76,276 ($7,538) $32,503 

3 10/1/2011 12/31/2011 $75,694 $61,920 ($13,775) $18,728 

4 01/1/2012 03/31/2012 $61,289 $42,796 ($18,492) $236 

2011-IP-BX-K001 

10 01/1/2014 03/31/2014 $102,792 $57,912 ($44,880) ($88,349) 
11 04/1/2014 06/30/2014 $82,268 $74,491 ($7,777) ($96,126) 
12 07/1/2014 09/30/2014 $64,781 $84,414 $19,633 ($76,493) 
13 10/1/2014 12/31/2014 $64,064 $105,857 $41,793 ($34,700) 

2011-VF-GX-K020 

9 01/1/2014 03/31/2014 $55,259 $34,768 ($20,491) $36,142 

10 04/1/2014 06/30/2014 $35,530 $53,345 $17,815 $53,957 

11 07/1/2014 09/30/2014 $36,918 $26,893 ($10,025) $43,931 

12 10/1/2014 01/31/2015 $60,018 $10,676 ($49,341) ($5,410) 
Note: Differences between the sums are the result of rounding. 

Source:  OJP and the NIJC 

For the three grants, none of the four most recent FFRs were accurate to the 
NIJC’s accounting records. According to NIJC officials, overhead expenses are 
shown in the accounting records for the month the expenses occurred, but the 
expense does not always get paid until the following month.  As such, some of the 
discrepancies between the FFRs and accounting records appear to be due to timing. 
However, the monthly allocation did not offset the discrepancies entirely. 

Additionally, for Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 we identified $5,410 in 
grant expenses in the accounting records that occurred after January 31, 2015. 
However, for the reporting period October 1, 2014, to January 31, 2015, the NIJC 
reported the grant was fully expended.   

Program Income 

Tuition and registration fees are considered program income and must be 
accounted for in accordance with the OJP Financial Guide.  From our review of the 
FFRs submitted by the NIJC, we found that no program income was reported for 
any of the grants.  Additionally, program income was not approved in any of the 
grant budgets.  However, during our transaction testing for Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020, we identified two trainings that were hosted by the NIJC that 
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required a tuition or registration payment in order to attend. The Tribal Court 
Probation Training was held December 5, 2012, through December 7, 2012, and 
required a tuition fee of $545 per person. The 12th Annual For All My Relations: A 
Conference for Indian Families was held August 1, 2012, through August 4, 2012, 
and required a registration fee of $360 per person and $185 per child.  From our 
review, the NIJC used grant funds to pay for consultants to present at each of these 
trainings. As a result, the OJP Financial Guide requires that the NIJC report any 
income made from the award using the same ratio of federal participation as 
funded by the project or program.  For example, a discretionary award project 
funded with 100-percent federal funds must account for and report on 100 percent 
of the total program income earned.  If the total program income earned was 
$20,000, the recipient must account for and report the $20,000 as program income 
on the FFR. 

We recommend that OJP ensure that the NIJC implements a process to 
submit FFRs that accurately reflect expenditures for each reporting period.  Since 
the income the NIJC generated from these trainings was only partially funded by 
Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020, we also recommend that OJP ensure that the 
NIJC determine the amount of the tuition and registration fees collected for all 
training events that should be considered program income, submit a FFR that 
accurately reflects program income generated under Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020, and either uses program income for grant purposes or returns 
generated income to OJP. 

Program Performance and Accomplishments

 We reviewed the Categorical Assistance Progress Reports (progress reports), 
which are completed semiannually, to determine if the required reports are 
accurate. We also reviewed the grant deliverables and interviewed NIJC officials to 
determine whether the program goals and objectives were implemented.  Finally, 
we reviewed the NIJC’s compliance with the special conditions identified in the 
award documentation. 

Categorical Assistance Progress Reports 

According to the OJP Financial Guide, the funding recipient should ensure 
that valid and auditable source documentation is available to support all data 
collected for each performance measure specified in the program solicitation.  In 
order to verify the information in progress reports, we selected a judgmental 
sample of performance measures from the two most recent progress reports 
submitted for each grant for a total sample size of 14:  (1) four deliverables from 
Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, (2) six deliverables from Grant Number 
2011-IP-BX-K001, and (3) four deliverables from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020.  
We then traced the items to supporting documentation maintained by the NIJC. 

Based on our progress report testing, we did not identify any instances where 
the accomplishments described in the progress reports did not match the 
supporting documentation. 
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Program Goals and Objectives 

The goal for Grant Number 2010-C-X-K051 was to increase the capacity of 
tribal courts to identify clients at risk for alcohol and substance abuse and/or Fetal 
Alcohol Spectrum Disorder and to direct them to appropriate services.  The grant 
was closed on March 31, 2012. We reviewed the program evaluation completed for 
the project, which suggested that the NIJC made positive progress toward its goal 
of developing and implementing an education curriculum for training stakeholders 
for improving their tribal justice system response to clients who may be dealing 
with alcohol and/or drug addiction.  We interviewed NIJC personnel who explained 
they were satisfied with the results of the program.  Finally, we verified a sample of 
deliverables submitted through the progress reports and did not identify any 
deficiencies.  Based on our review, there were no indications that NIJC did not meet 
the stated goals and objectives of the grant. 

The goal for Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 was to assist tribes in assessing 
their existing justice system continuum of services to determine the strategies that 
will be most effective, efficient, and sustainable in addressing the tribal correctional 
and/or correctional alternative needs.  In addition to the deliverables we verified 
through the progress report analysis, we found that the NIJC has completed the 
following deliverables:  (1) Planning OneNote Tool for project management, 
(2) online version of Planning of New Institutions (PONI) training, and (3) two 
publications.  The NIJC was waiting for BJA approval to implement these items, and 
in one instance, for the Planning Notebook Tool, the NIJC has been waiting for BJA 
approval since July 2013.  We did find that the NIJC requested and was approved 
for a project extension to continue providing T&TA through December 31, 2015. 
With the project extension, the NIJC plans to deliver specifically tailored onsite 
training to grantees.  According to the NIJC, more time was also needed to get the 
publications through the BJA approval process.  With the exception of waiting on 
the BJA approvals it appears the NIJC is on track to meet its goals. 

The goal for Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 was to improve tribal and 
non-Indian justice system responses to American Indian and Alaskan Native victims 
of alcohol-related crashes on and near tribal lands. All grant funds have been fully 
drawn down and expended.  According to NIJC officials, for this program, the goal 
was to spell out jurisdictional issues on tribal lands, which they accomplished 
through creating online curriculum, the OVC’s first online project. From our review 
of progress reports, the NIJC completed the tasked outlined in the application 
materials and there were no indications that the NIJC did not meet the stated goals 
and objectives of the grant. 

The purpose of Grant Number 2014-VF-GX-K018 was to create a mobile app 
that can be a one-stop portal to information and education on victim/family safety 
and self-care and to the workings of the various jurisdictions, justice systems, and 
services from which Native victims and their families may seek support.  According 
to NIJC officials, there was a special condition requiring a tribal resolution be 
submitted to OJP before work on the grant could begin on October 1, 2014. 
OVC officials explained that the Office of General Council, within OJP, advised the 
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OVC to add the condition requiring the recipient to obtain a tribal resolution.  
However, if the condition caused problems, the issue could be revisited.  The NIJC 
had exhausted all avenues to obtain a tribal resolution.  As a result, in May 2015, 
the OVC reached out to the Office of General Council to request the special 
condition be lifted with the understanding that the NIJC would continue to pursue 
getting a tribal resolution during the grant period.  The special condition was lifted 
on July 13, 2015.  However, the project end date was September 30, 2015; 
therefore, due to the delays obtaining a tribal authorizing resolution, the project 
period was extended to June 30, 2016. 

We recommend that OJP ensure all deliverables are approved and 
implemented for use by grantees for Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001. 

Conclusion 

The objective of this audit was to determine whether costs claimed under the 
grants were allowable, supported, and in accordance with applicable laws, 
regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions.  We examined the NIJC’s 
accounting records, budget documents, financial and progress reports, and financial 
management procedures.  We found that the NIJC: (1) did not adequately define 
policies and procedures related to authorizations, vendor competition, or inventory 
management; (2) incurred $353,446 in unallowable costs related to federal 
employee travel, non-grant expenditures, unbudgeted costs, unapproved indirect 
costs, non-compliance with grant special conditions, budget management, and 
expenditures incurred after the grant end date; (3) incurred $369,418 in 
unsupported costs related to non-compliance with a consultant agreement and OJP 
Financial Guide, non-existent consultant agreements, and travel and training costs 
that lacked adequate documentation; (4) did not submit accurate FFRs for three of 
the grants or report program income; and (5) was delayed in achieving grant goals 
and objectives for one of the grants.  We made 10 recommendations to improve 
the NIJC’s management of awards. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that OJP: 

1.	 Ensure the NIJC completes, approves, and implements its written policies and 
procedures to ensure effective control over authorizations, vendor competition, 
or inventory management. 

2.	 Remedy $304,411 in unallowable costs related to the following issues: 

a.	 $1,095 in grant reimbursements for unapproved federal employee travel 
expenditures from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

b. $690 in grant reimbursements for expenses inappropriately charged to 
Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051. 
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c.	 $4,373 in grant reimbursements for unbudgeted expenses from Grant 
Number 2011-IP-BX-K001. 

d. $24,785 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
$118,362 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, 
and $93,109 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 that were paid for indirect costs without an approved 
indirect cost rate. 

e.	 $30,562 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 
and $30,554 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 expended prior to the removal of Special Condition 
Numbers 21 and 40, respectively.  

f.	 $841 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 and 
$40 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 
expended on consultant rates in excess of the allowable $450 per day. 

3.	 Remedy $369,418 in unsupported costs related to the following issues:5 

a.	 $216,460 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 
for payments to a consultant that were not within the requirements of the 
MOU or OJP Financial Guide. 

b. $18,900 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 
and $74,508 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for payments to 
consultants without sufficient time and effort reports. 

c.	 $9,865 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
$43,084 from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, and $3,385 from Grant 
Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for payments to consultants without an 
agreement. 

d. $1,633 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 and 
$1,584 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for training costs that lacked 
sufficient supporting documentation. 

4.	 Ensure the NIJC has policies and procedures in place to ensure expenses are 
properly approved before payment; consultant agreements are in place and 
time and effort reports are submitted to support payments; signature pages 
are maintained for each training event where per diem is distributed; an 
indirect cost rate is approved before incurring indirect costs; and compliance 
with all grant special conditions. 

5  The difference is due to rounding. 
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5.	 Remedy the $43,360 from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 and $265 Grant 
Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 in unallowable expenses related to cumulative 
transfers between budget categories exceeding the allowable 10-percent. 

6.	 Ensure the NIJC implements policies and procedures to ensure compliance with 
budget requirements. 

7.	 Remedy $5,410 in expenditures that were incurred after the grant period 
ended for Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

8.	 Ensure that the NIJC implements a process to submit FFRs that accurately 
reflect expenditures for each reporting period. 

9.	 Ensure that the NIJC determines the amount of the total tuition and 
registration fees collected from the training events partially funded with grant 
funds that should be considered program income for Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 and either uses the program income for grant purposes or 
returns generated income to OJP. 

10.	 Ensure all deliverables are approved and implemented for use by grantees for 
Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001. 
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APPENDIX 1 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this audit was to determine whether costs claimed under the 
grants were allowable, supported, and in accordance with applicable laws, 
regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions.  To accomplish this objective, we 
assessed performance in the following areas of grant management:  financial 
management, expenditures, budget management and control, drawdowns, federal 
financial reports, and program performance.  

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards.  Those standards require that we plan and perform 
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for 
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective.  We believe that the 
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objective. 

This was an audit of four grants awarded by the Office of Justice Programs 
(OJP) to the National Indian Justice Center (NIJC). Two grants were awarded by 
the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), within the OJP, Grant Numbers 
2010-IC-BX-K051 for $250,000 and 2011-IP-BX-K001 for $2,032,000.  Two grants 
were awarded by the Office for Victims of Crime (OVC), within OJP, Grant Numbers 
2011-VF-GX-K020 for $595,009 and 2014-VF-GX-K018 for $250,000.  As of 
March 17, 2015, the NIJC had drawdown $250,000 from Grant Number 
2010-IC-BX-K051, $1,315,363 from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, $595,009 
from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020, and no funds from Grant Number 
2014-VF-GX-K018.  The total drawdowns for Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051 and 
2011-VF-GX-K020 represent the entire grant award.  Our audit concentrated on, 
but was not limited to September 20, 2010, the award date for Grant Number 
2010-IC-BX-K051, through April 2, 2015, the last day of our fieldwork.  There were 
no expenditures or drawdowns related to Grant Number 2014-VF-GX-K018.  
Therefore, our audit focused on Grant Numbers 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
2011-IP-BX-K001, and 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

To accomplish our objective, we tested compliance with what we consider to 
be the most important conditions of the NIJC’s activities related to the audited 
grants.  We performed sample-based audit testing for grant expenditures including 
payroll and fringe benefit charges, travel expenses, and consultant payments; 
financial reports; and progress reports.  In this effort, we employed a judgmental 
sampling design to obtain broad exposure to numerous facets of the grants 
reviewed.  This non-statistical sample design did not allow projection of the test 
results to the universe from which the samples were selected. The criteria we audit 
against are contained in the OJP Financial Guide and the award documents.  In 
addition, we evaluated the NIJC’s:  (1) grant financial management, including 
grant-related procedures in place for procurement, contractor monitoring, financial 
reports, and progress reports; (2) budget management and controls; 
(3) drawdowns; and (4) program performance.  
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During our audit, we obtained information from OJP’s Grant Management 
System (GMS) as well as the NIJC’s accounting system specific to the management 
of DOJ funds during the audit period.  We did not test the reliability of those 
systems as a whole, therefore any findings identified involving information from 
those systems was verified with documentation from other sources. 
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APPENDIX 2 

SCHEDULE OF DOLLAR-RELATED FINDINGS 

QUESTIONED COSTS6 
AMOUNT PAGE 

Unallowable Costs 
Unapproved Federal Employee Travel $1,095 4 
Expenses Inappropriately Charged to Grant 690 4 
Unbudgeted Expenses 4,373 4 
Indirect Costs 236,256 5-6 
Non-Compliance with Grant Special Conditions 61,997 7 
Exceed 10-Percent Budget Movement 43,625 8 
Expenses Incurred after Grant End 5,410 9 

Total Unallowable Costs $353,446 

Unsupported Costs  
Non-Compliance with Consultant Agreement $216,460  4-5  
Consultant Payments Lacking Time and Effort Reports 93,408  5 
No Consultant Agreements 56,334  5 
Unsupported Travel and Training Costs 3,217  5 
Total Unsupported Costs  $369,4187  

GROSS QUESTIONED COSTS  
Less Duplicative Costs8  $7,319  4-7  

NET QUESTIONED COSTS  $715,545  

6 Questioned Costs are expenditures that do not comply with legal, regulatory, or 
contractual requirements; are not supported by adequate documentation at the time of the audit; or 
are unnecessary or unreasonable.  Questioned costs may be remedied by offset, waiver, recovery of 
funds, or the provision of supporting documentation. 

7  The difference is due to rounding. 
8  Some costs were questioned for more than one reason.  Net questioned costs exclude the 

duplicate amount, which include:  (1) $4,373 in unbudgeted expenses for accounting services that 
were also questioned because the consultant did not have an agreement in place while providing 
services, (2) $2,065 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for payments to consultants without an 
agreement that also lacked time and effort reports, and (3) $841 from Grant Number 
2011-IP-BX-K001 and $40 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for payments to consultants who 
were paid above $450 per day and without an agreement or a time and effort report. 
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APPENDIX 3 

THE NATIONAL INDIAN JUSTICE CENTER 

SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 


RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT9
 

August5,20U 
Mr. David 1. Gaschkc 
Regional Audit Manager 
Officc of the Inspector General 
San Francisco Regional Audit Office 
90"" St=:t, Suite 3-100 
San francisoo, CA 94103 

Rf: Nation_I Indian Justice erotH'S RespoDn 10 Ihe ooJ OIG Draft Audil Report 

Dear Mr. Gaschke: 

This lener, its attachments and the National Indian Justice Ccnler's (NUC) management 
representation lencr constitute NUC's response to the U.S. ~partmc:nl of Justice (DOS) Office 
oflnspector General (DIG) Draft Audit Report. We have provided Ihe text of each orllle ten 
recommendations followed by NUe's statement concerning lbe r«ommend.atioo and corretlivc 
action for DIP's consideration. We have DOl submiued any confidential infonnation in this 
response. 

L RecomlHRd.tfon fbi OJP ensure Ihe NlJe completes, approves, and Implcmcou 
ils written policies and procedures to enslln dfectlvr ~o.trol over allthorlzations, 
vendor compelillon, or inn.tory management. 

NIJC agree In part with this recommendalion. NUC has written fiscal policies IIId 
procedures in place. We 5USpC(:t that the auditors made this recommendatioo based upon 
a draft policy pending board review nuJ\er than NUC's current fiscal policy. NUC 
currently operatl'$ Wlder a written fiscal policy that eDS\lTl'$ effective control over 
allthoriutions, vendor competition, Bnd inventory management for government and non
govenunc:nt property. NUC's current fiscal policy includes dollar thresholds regarding 
Bllihoriutions and purchasing, including when vendor selectioo requires competitive bid. 
NUC lli:knowledgcs that its (;UITt!lt operational policy is old and is in the process of being 
revised. (NUC's currenl fis<:lli policies and pruccdures is altBched.) 

Correctin Action. The current fiscal policy addresses concerns raised in this 
recommendation. The dnft revised fiscal policy (including new revised thresholds for 
authorization and veodor competition) will be reviewed by the NUC Board for approval 

9  Attachments to this response were not included in this final report. 
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or disapproval at tbeir mceting in December 20 15. 

Sectioo: Grant K'l:penditures 

2. Recommendation that OJP remedy $304,411 in unallowable COSls related 10 the 
following issues: 

a. SI,095 in grant re imbursements for unapproved federal employee Iravel 
expendilurl"S from Grant Number 20 11 -VF-GX-K020. 

NIJ C AGREt:S with this recommendation. During this projcct, NIJC sought 
participation of ferieral prosecutnrial teams. We had two participants from federd l 
oOiccs that suhmiltcd requc"ts for the stipcnds for the pilol projcct participants. 
We were told that one was using persOlilll time to attend. 

Corrective Action; NUC will contact the two federal employees to verify tbat 
they attended the conference in the capacity of a federnl employee rnther than on 
private timc or as a trihal cmployee that scrvcd as a liaison 10 the agency. We will 
requesl any infonllation or approvals that they may have to support their 
attendance. We will vcrify iftbey took vacation timc to attcnd the pilOi test 
training session. Based upon their responses, NUC will detennine whether they 
have a viable just ill cation or whether NUC should repay the amount to the Dftlce 
for Victims of Crime (DVC). 

b. S690 in grant r£'imbursements for expenses inappropria tely cha rged 10 Gra nt 
Number 2f1I0- IC-RX-Kfl5 1. 

NIJC AGREES with this recommendation. The expense was mistnkenlycharge<i 
to this grant. TIle expense should have been charged to Grant 
2011-VF-GX-K020. 

Correcti ve Action; NIJ C agrces to corrcct its financial recoros and to reimburse 
Grant 2010-IC-l3X-K051 in thc amount of$690 . 

c. S4.373 ill grant reimbursements for unbudgeted expenses from Gralll 
Number 2011-lJ'-8X-KOOI . 

NIJ C AGREES with this recommendation. This amount consists oCthree 
invoices from NIJC's accountant who is a consultant to the grant. She was not 
included ill the hudget for th is grant but should havc bc<-'II . 

Correcli ve Action: NUC will submit a grant adjustment notice (GAt'J) to the 
Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) to revise the project budget to include a 
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budget line item for aecowlIing services for this grant to resolve this issue. NUC 
will engage all of its consultants working under DOJ grant aWllTds in consultant 
agreements that incorporate aLi of the OJP requi remems. 

d . S24,785 in grant reimbursements from Grllnt Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
S1 18.362 in grllnt reimbursements from Grant Number 20 11-IP-BX-KOOI. 
and 593, 109 in grant reimhursements frolll Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 Ihal were paid for indirecl COSIS without all approved 
indirect cost rate. 

RESPONSE : NIJC IlISA(;RE: J:S with the a uditors ' finding that questions 
S236,256 as unallowable costs because an indired cost rate was not 
approved_ NUC's proposed budgets arc for costs assignable to a particulllT projcct 
and are not indirect costs; alld no special conditions reqniring an indirect cost rate 
were applied to NUC Grant Awards. Pursuant to the OJP Financial Guide 
(versions 2009 and 20 II), if no FederaL indirect cost rate has been approved, an 
agency will he unable to recover funds budgeted for indirect costs until a rate is 
approved. The OJP Financial Guide indicates that in addition, a special condition 
will be added to the award prohibiting the obligation, expenditure, or draw down 
of funds reimbursement for indirect costs until an indirect cost rate has been 
approved by your cognizamFe<!eral agency, and a GAN has been issue<! retiring 
the special condition . No such special condition was applied to NlJC gmnt 
awards. 

NIJC has a large building thm includes omce space, reception areas, kitchens, 
four bathrooms, four multi-purpIISe training moms, two con ference HK)lJ1S, file 
storage space, library, print and mailing rooms. Most of this space is used by 
NUC to design, develop and disseminate project deliverables, deliver training 
curriculum in classroom, online and webinar fomJats. For NllC budget purposes, 
the cost of ownership includes the usage of space for specified project activities. 

In the devclopnlt::nt of its hudgets, NUC calculates an Ac rUA L co~t of owncrship 
used for !.:omparison to the proposed budget line item of cost of ownership. An 
example of this is shown in the 20 12 DJA Corrections (20 II-IP-I3X-KOO I) budget 
narrntive which states: 

C()~t-()f-Owller.l"hliJ 

In both years. fhe project '.\' day_to.day activities. will rake place at 
the 2{000 square foOl facility owned by Nile. Seven (7) .~taff ojJiCI'~. a 
networked computer system. mllfti-line phone system. meeting rooms. 
website alld other fac ility reSOlirces will be IIsed. The project will in Cfl/" 

approximately 15% of the total costs associated with OWI/illg the bui/dillg. 
Actual 2012 lIIonthly OlI'1If!r~hifJ co~ts for the 24.000 square jimt facility 
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al'(!rage $16.500 per lIIonth and encompass insurance. mail1tenanCf!. 
lIIilitil!.)" mortgage. taxes. xecllrity. lanlisClJping and eqllipme/lf lease.~. 

The example language shown above may be confu~ ing but the intent is to show 
the contrast between what is used for the project in comparison to the acmaL 
monthly costs of ownen;hip_ For the example above, the cost to the grant was 
$2,250 which is for the space used lor the project and tor comparison's sake 
amounts to 13.6% of the costs associated with owning the building. 

Alternative Corrective Action. No corrective action required. NUe's allocatioll 
method for eo~t ofowncffihip is bascd upon speci fi c proposed grant aetivitics and 
use of NlJC' s facility space and resources as noted ill the proposed budgets and 
hudget narratives. The cost of (Jwnen;hip tor (Jur budgets docs nut includc the 
em ire 24,000 square foot faci li ty owned by NUC. The cost of ownership line item 
in NUC budgets does nO! include costs re lated to landscaping the bui lding. 
Although we do not think corrective action is required, NUe wi!( develop and 
suhmit an Lndircct Cost Agreement to OJ P if necessary_ 

e. S30 • ..<;62 in grant reimbursements from G rant Number 20 II - II>-IIX-KOO I and 
S30.554 in grant r£'imbursem£'lIts from G rant Numb£'r 2011-VF-GX-K020 
expended prior to the removal of Special Conditio n Numbers 21 and 40. 
respectively. 

Rl:<:SPONS":: N IJC DISAGRKt:S with the finding of the umoulIls ill qlle:j/i()11 
in this n.'COmmendation . The amounl.~ in qucstion are fn)m ajuumal entry that i~ 
calculated and entered by OUI accountant. The joumal entry is an automated entry 
that distributes the salary and fringe over active grants. After the Special 
Conditions were released in December, our accountant included these grants in 
the salary/fringe joumal entry starting with the original grant period in Oeton.::r 
rather than in December as per the Special Conditions. This intemal record error 
eame to OUI attention from the OIG Auditors' findings. Our initial drawdowus, 
shown by date and amount below, for these grants were made against acmal 
expenditures and time:;heets. 

Granl Numb~r 201 I - I I>- IIX-KOOI Draw Downs 

12128/20 11 $22,457.40 

02/03/2012 $16,531.30 

03/0612012 $18, 146.1 9 

Grotl! Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 Draw Downs 
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0110512012 $11 ,765 _00 

02/03120 12 $16,919.57 

03/0612012 $11 ,364.99 

Alternative Corrective ACiion: To remedy this (.'ITor in OUT record~, NUC wi ll 
work with the accountant and OUT auditor to create a corrected journal entry for 
both of the grants. 

RESPONSE: NIJC DISACREES with the audi tors' finding that NUC received 
$30,562 ingranr reimbursements/rom GruII' Number 20IJ-ll'-BX-KOOl prior 
to the rell/m'ul tI/Specia/ COlI/litj(1II Numher 11. 

Although, the rcspon.'iC to the recommendation is notL'il above, NUC would a lso 
like to address the aspect that expenditures were made before the removal of the 
Special Condition . NlJC was asked by HJA to begin grant activities including 
expendinLres for time, travel and meeting participation. On November 3, 20 11 , 
during the project kick oil' con ference call, BJA noti fi ed NIJC that projL>ct staff 
were expected to attend the Tribal Justice, Safety and Wellness Conterence, 
Deccmber 12-16, 2011. NIJC was askc<l to devclop and submit an outreach lettcr 
for the CT AS Area 4 grantees lor 8JA to review by November 10, 2011. NUC 
was requested to begin work by HJA before BJA released Special Condition 21 on 
December l, 2011, GAN Number OO I. Supporting documentation is attached 
which includes emaiis, GAN and conference call notes. hI addition, NlJC's first 
draw down was done on December 2&, 20 II , aller the special condition was 
removed. 

Alternative Co rrective Action: Project stafrdocumented hours and activities for 
the grant during the period of Novcmber - D.::cember, 20 1 l NlJC was instructed 
to work on November 3, 20 1 1_ NUC wi ll submit a GAN to HJA to address actual 
expenditures that should have been charged to the grant in November. 

r. S841 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-KOOla nd 
S40 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 20 11-VF-GX-K020 
expended on consultant rates in excess of the allowahle S450 per day. 

R8S PUNSE: N IJC Il ISAG Rt:.~S with reSJlCct to $1 12.50 of the questionablc 
amount of $841 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 20 II -IP-BX-KOO I 
on the basis that the consultant homs on the invoice were misread and 
miscalculated by NUC. This resulted in an overpayment of 2 hours at 

S56_2511muL This was Dot an amowlt in cxeess of the allowablc $450 JlCr day 
consultant ra te. 
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Altern:lIive Co rreclive AClion. NIJC wi ll revise il~ financia l records and refund 
the 2 hour~ at $56.25 back to Grant Number 2011- IP-UX-KOO I 

RES PONSE: NIJC AGREE S with respect to the amowlt ofS728.75 paid to a 
consult.1nt in excess of the rale of$56.Z5 with respect to the Project Technology 
Specialist. The Project Technology Speciali st was part ofNllC stair and included 
in the NIJC persomld for Gmn! Number 20 11- lP-8X-KOO I On October 16, 
2013, he moved to consultant status to reduce his number of hours after his wife 
passed away_ 

Corrccli vc Action : NUC will submit a GAN to change the budget to retlect the 
change from persOimel to consultant. The consultalll is an asset to the projects. 
His hourly rate does exceed the S450fday consuhalll rate in effect at the time of 
the grant award_ NUC will include in the GAN a request to modify his rate to 
S70lhour (vs. $56.25Jhour) based upon his skills and cxperience with NUC 
infrastructure and resources. 

RESPONSE; N1JC AGREES with respect to the amonnt of$40.00 paid to a 
consulWnt in excess oflhe rate of S56.25 with respect to the Pmjcct Technology 
Specialist pursuant to Grant 2011-VF-GX-KOZO. He was part ofNUC staff and 
included in the NIJC pcn>Ol)llc1 for our projects_ On October 16, 20 13, he moved 
to consultallt status due to his wife's death. 111is $40 overpayment resulted from 
all invoice dated November 15, 2013, just fo llowillg his change ill status to 
consuitalll. NUC did not submit a GAN to change his starus and request that his 
mte of pay exceed the $450 consultant mte al that time_ 

Corrective Action: NIJ C wi ll n:pay this amOW1t heca\Cie this grant is currently 
closoo_ If the grant can be TCop<:ncd, we can submit a GAN to request that the 
consultant rate of pay be raised to $70Jhour base<! upon his skil ls and expertise. 

3. Reilledy $369.418 ill ullsupported costs related to the followillg issues: 

a. 5216,460 in grant reimhursements from Grant Numher 2011 -IP-RX-KOOI for 
payments to a consultant that were not withio the requirements of the 1\IOU 
or OJP Financial G uide. 

RESPONSE: N1JC DISAGREES with respect to the amount 01"$216,460 
unsupported cO.~t~ paid to a consultant that were not within the requirement~ of the 
MOl) orOJP Fi\l!lllcial Guide_ NIJC has !Ill agreement with EKM&P to provide 
~ervices upon demand of NUC pursuant to HJA gmntee requests hy email, phone 
alld onlille T A requests. This agreement serves to retain EKM&P as 11 

subcontractor ofNUC lor a minimumllumber of hours (and bars EKM&P from 
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taking on additional contracts). BJA grantce requests arc not consistent in tcnus 
of number ofrequc.~ts per day. In addition, NUC and EKM&P arc subject to 
requests from BJA to ~lttend meetings and conference calls with short notice. 
Although NlJ C faci litates a majority of interaction.~ betwt:en EKM&I', there are 
many instances of ongoing materials dissemination and dialogues to follow up on 
previous calls that would be burdensome on NUC to track . 

Alternative Corrective Action; The majority of costs were for activities that 
~'1JC coordinated for and participated in with the eOlJ..Sultalll. The consultant 
maintains their internal time and billing system. NlJC will ask that EKM& P 
provide time reports to support their invoices. 

b. S18,900 in grant reimbursements from G rant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 and 
$74,508 from Grant Number 1011-VF-GX-K020 for payments to co nsultants 
without sufficient time lind efforts reports. 

RESPONSE: NIJC DISAGREES with respect to the amount of$ 18,900 paid in 
grant reimbursements from Grant Number 20 1O-IC-BX-KOS I to consultants 
without ~ufficient time and efforts reports. The events and activities for these 
consultants wcre done in collaboration with NUe project staff in-person/ousite 
and online/webinaf eollaboffitions where NilC was able to witness the 
consultants' work. The agendas for ollsite work and work prorluct de livery 
pun;uanlto time task p lan~ were implemented by the consultants and veri lied by 
NUC project sta lY For the evaluation consultant, thc evalUlltion of data 
collection tools and data collcct(:d arc ongoing while the cvaluation dcliv<:rables 
are at the front end (tools) and the back end (re]XIrts) of the project periods. 

Alternative Co rrective Action: This grant has been closed. NUC can provide 
agendas for ollSite work and work product for the ongoing evaluation of the 
projct:ts. 

R~:SI'ONSt;: NIJC I>ISAGRKES with respect to the amount of$74,508 from 
Grant Number 201 l-VF-GX.-K020 for payments to consultants without sunicient 
time and eflorts re]XIrts. 

Alternative Corrective Action: NilC project statl"worked collaboratively with 
the cOllSultants to the project. We witnessed their work and have agendas mId 
ddiverables to support their time and d1orl. NlJC will develop a new protocol 
tor consultants to report their hours and activities for grant projects. 

c. S9,H65 in granl reimbursements from Granl Number 20tO-IC-RX-K051 , 
S43,084 from Crllnt Nu mber 20 II-IP-BX-KOOI , lind S3.385 from Crllnt 
Number 201 I-VF-GX-K020 for payments to consultants wilhout an 
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agreement. 

RESI'ONS1:: NIJC AGRKI:S with respect to nut having fomta l agrN:ments in 
place. Generally, NilC consultants are named in the project proposals and submit 
leners of commitment describing their role in the project as pan of the proposal 
package. In addition, BJA must approve any consultant Ollsite work including 
estimated fees and expcnse.~ hefore the cunsultant may begin, Fur conferences, 
we must submit and receive approval for conferenec site and cxpenditures 
including consultant fees and expenses. 

Corrccti\'C Action: NUC is researching online time and ellort trucking programs 
to resolve th is issue. NIJ C will develup consultant a!,'Tt:ements to document the 
consultant role in the project, including time and eflon sheets and hourly/daily fee 
limits. NUC wi ll suhmit consultant agreements tu BJA for upcoming consultant 
activities. NIlC can submit a GAN to BJA to document the tenns of the 
consultant agreement and certify that these were the tcnns Wider which thc 
consult.mllS were asked to provide services. 

d . S 1,633 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 20 II - II'-RX-KOO 1 and 
SI,5H4 from Grant Number 2011-VI,-GX-K020 for trai ni ng costs that lacked 
sufficient snpporting docum entat ion. 

RESPONSE: NlJC AGREES with respect to the Lack ofsufllcient supporting 
documentation tor the training costs. 

Corrective Action: NIJC staIThas scarchcd for the n..'l,;e ip ts and hills suppurtillg 
these costs in physical fi les and digital scans. We have contacted the consul tants 
and the faci litics and requcsted any copies that they have of the documcntation. 
One of the consultants has moved from his famil y home to a new home in another 
state and does not have any personal files or receipts that date back this far. To 
date, we have had limited success. The Hilton Garden Inn provided a receipt for 
the pruject collsullllnt 's stay Feb. 21 -23, 201 2 in the amount of $275.48. (Rcceipt 
i~ attachcd.) The consultant's travel required ovemight stays in anothcr lodging 
facility upon arrival and departure out of San Francisco. We have made requests 
tor that documentation as well for the remaining S135 7.52 in grant 
reimbursements from Grant 2011-IP-BX-KOO I. TIle S 1584 amOUllt is related to 
audio visual equ ipment r<-"Ilta l at a hotel facility . NUe pmvidcd a list of 
cquipment but the hotel invoiced NUe for all A V expenses for the 3 day period 
which included nOll-project workshops. Using the Hotel 's menu of AV 
equipment rental, we broke down the charges lor the speciflc project training 
mom and provided the cost to the Auditors. 

4. Ensure thc NIJC hilS policies lind procedures in plnce to ensurc expenses arc 
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properly approved before payment; consullant agreements are in place and time 
and efforts reports are submitted to support paymen ts; signature pages are 
maintained ror each training event where per diem is distributed ; a n indirect cost 
mlc is approved before mcu rring indirect costs; and co mpliance with all grant 
special conditions. 

RESPONSE: NIJC DlSAGR}:ES. in parI. NlJC has tisea l policies in place. We 
believe that the auditors did not review the current fiscal policies but rather reviewed the 
draft policies pending review by the NUC Board ofDircctors. CUITelll fiscal policies and 
procedures are in place and ellsure expenses are properly approved before payment. 
NUC's CUTTent fi scal procooures include obtaining signatures for per diem distribution . 
WI;! have been unable to locate a sigllature page requested by the auditors wbile onsite. 

Alternative Cnrrecth-e Actinn: NlJC will m:ed to update its pending dean policies 10 
include criteria for requiring consultant agreements in addition to their commitment 
Ieners, including requiring consultant timc and efforts reports. The NUC Board of 
Directors meets in December 2015 when it will vote to approve or disapprove the updated 
fiscal policies and procooures_ If approved, N IJC can submit the updated fiscal policies 
and procedure~ to OJ I' . A~ noted in the response to recommendation #2(d), NIJC wil l 
submit an indirect cost agreement to OJP but docs not agree that any indirect costs have 
been charged to the grants. 

Section: Budget .t\bnllgcmcnt and Control 

5. Remedy the $43,360 rrom Granl Number ZOIO-IC-IJ,X-KOSI and $265 Grnnt 
Number 20 11 -VF-GX-K020 in unallownble e:ipense~ re lnted 10 cumulnlive tmnsrers 
between budget categories exceeding the allowable IO-percellt . 

RESPONSE: NIJC AGREES. During the project period for Grmlt 2010~IC~BX-K05 1 , 

one of the c{)n~uhant~ 10 the grant wa~ in a car accident and bn)ke her hip prohibi ting her 
from travel to training sitcs. She was able to participate in webinars and development of 
dclivcrab le~_ The notice of her accident wa~ provided to NUC on the morning of a 
training event in which the consultant was expected to part icipate. NIlC stall" tilled in lor 
her on the basis or having col lanor.l ted with her to research the content and to develop the 
training materials. NUC failed to submit a GAl\ ' to suppon the budget modification. 

Correcli\'e Action: Ifallowoo, NUC will submit a GAN 10 modify the budget catcgorics 
for 20 JO-IC-BX-K05 1 to change the consultant line item and the project staff salary and 
fringe. For Grant Number 201 1-VF-GX-K020, NlJC will need to review its records to 
detennine the expenditures that constinne the $265 that exceeded the allowable 10% 
cumulativ.: budget modification. Once that is detennined, we wi ll repay or submit a 
GAN to revise the budget, ifallowed. 
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6. Recommendation tha t OJP coordioate with the NIJC to remedy the unallowable 
expeoses and ensu re the NIJC implemenls policies and procedu res to ensure 
complian ce with budget requirements. 

RESPONSE NIJC AGREES, in p art. NIJC has fiscal policies in place that ensure 
compliance with budget requirements. NUe suspects that the auditors may have only 
received the p,:nding revised fiscal policies. 

Co rrective Action: As with the rcsp<mse to Recommcndation 4, h'lJC will updatc its 
draft policie~ to indude criteria for requiring consultant agreements, induding requiring 
consultant time and elTorts reports. The NUe Board of Directors meets in December 
20 I 5 when it will vote to approve or disapprove the updated fiscal p<Jlicies and 
procedures. If approved, NUC can submit the updated fiseal policies and procedures to 
aJP. 

Seelioll : Drawdowus 

7. Recommendation that DJP remedy S5,410 in grant expenditures tha t the NIJC 
incurred after the grant period ended ror G rant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

RKS PONSf: NIJ C J)JSAG REKS with this recommendation. Pursuant to Grant 1l 201 1-
VF-GX-K020, NIJC delivered an online curriculum to avc. ave submitted the 
curriculum for peer review bUi as shown in the attached email, the process was delayed 
due to internal issues within OVC. Our OVC program person submitted an extension for 
the speciiic purposc of coordinating an avc Peer Review panel to review thc onli nc 
course and to provide NUC with pe(."[ review comments. NUC was to review, respond 
and incorporate into the online curriculum two sets of comments. The second set of 
comments were delivered to NIJC on 1/16/20 15. The first ove initiated extension was 
submitted to GMS on 11118120 14 and extended the grant period to 1213112014. The 
secolJd UVC initiated exten~ion was submilled to GMS on 12flS120 14 which extended 
the grant pcriorl to 1131 /2015. The grant ended on 113 1/2015 and a final report for the 
grant was due on April 30, 2015 . AU grant funds were drawn by 0913012014. NlJC 
project stall" continued to report their time working on the grant during the extension 
period even though the funds had all been drawn down. The amount in question is a 
recording of the staff time on NIJC' s financial records to address the peer review 
comments and to update the curriculum. No fund~ in the amount orSS,41 0 were drawn 
down after the grant period had ended. 

Alternative Co rreetiw Action: NIJC wi ll work with OJP, NBC's aeeoWltant and 
NUC's auditor \0 correct the alloc~lIion of time with associated costs in NUC's records. 

Seetion: Fedl'rall, inancial Reports 
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8. Recommendalion Ihal OJP ensure Ihallhe NIJC implemenls a process 10 submil 
Fl, Rs Ihal accurately renect elpenditures for each reporling period. 

RES PONSE: NIJC AGREES wilh this recommendation. There is an imemal error in 
our accountant's journal entries that we believe is part of the discrepancy in the reponing 
of expendirures, as noted in our Response to R.xommendation 2(e). In addition, there is 
a misalignment c.:m~ed by NIJC's proce~s which is to record the date that the invoicc 
payment is receivoo, instead of by the date the invoicc is cntered into our accounting 
software. Further, thcrc arc discrepancics caused whcn NIJC receives late chargeslbiUs. 
When NIJC receives late chargeslbills, they are entered into NIJC tlnancial records on the 
date they were received. Then the late charge!ilhills arc invuiced to DOJ in the fullowing 
munth. NIJC suspects that we wi ll a lways have sume misalignment between the 
chargeslbill.~ tor activities and the invuicing. 

Correcti ve Action: NUC will work with its accowltant and auditor to adjust the joumal 
cntries, as noted in thc Altcrnative Corrective Action for Rccommendatioll 2(e). To 
beller align with the FFRs, NIJC will also revise its procedure to record NUe's invoice to 
DOJ by the datc that we reque~t paymL'nt rather than by the date the payment is receivoo. 

9. Recommendalion thai OJP ensure Ihat th e NIJ C delermine Ihe amoulIl of Ihe 
tuition aod registration fees collected for alilraining eve niS thai should be 
considered program income. submit a FFR that accuratl'"ly reflect s program income 
genl'"rated under Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020, and dtller uses program 
income for grant purposes or returns generated income to OJP. 

RESPONSE: NIJC AGRf:ES with this recumnK"Ildatiun. 

Pursuant to Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020, NUC conducted two workshops at the 
For All My Relations Conference (FAMR) on the Tribal L 1W and Order Act (TLOA), 
recent ly eudi {jed into law and having a great impact upon the administration of tribal 
justice and the excrcise of tribal jurisdiction over cases such as DUls. Both workshops 
wcre CUllVL"Iled un Friday, August 3, 2012 and cunducted by two consultants, a 
Commissioner on the Indian Law and Order Commission and a draller of the TLOA 
recummendation~ tu Cunb'Tes~. One of Ihe consultants was in~trumenta l in developing 
the TLOA section of the DUI curricllia materials. The purpose of the workshops was to 
pre~ent thc TLOA ~ection of the curricula and to administer the pre and post survey 
instruments. Each workshop was attended by 16 adult participants who self elected to 
attcnd the workshops. Grant 2011 -VF-GX-K020 was charged for thc expenses rdated to 
the consultants' travel (2 x SI35.60). No other F AMR conference expenses were charged 
to this grant. The lotal amount of fL-oeral funds u~cd to facilitate these wurhhops was 
$27 I .20. 

There was a registration lee charged to each F AMR participant of S360/adult and 
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SI 30/child for thc 2.5 day conferencc. TIlis rcgistration fec offsets thc expenses of food 
and bev(:rage, conference hags, workshop materials and conference dinnL'r L-ntertainment. 
The 2012 FAMR conference regimation (income) tOialed $121,857.50. 2012 FAMR 
expenses totaled $178,974.50. As per the OJ!' Financial Guide, the federal share 
(S27 1.20) divided by the expenses tQ conduct the conference (S I78,974.50) results in a 
ratio of 0.1 5% 

Ifwe apply this percentagc to the F AMR ineome before deducting the expenses, we get 
S132.79 as the program income that shQuld have been reponed. After expenses we had a 
loss of $57, 117 .00 for the 201 2 F AM R conference. If a llowed to deduct the expenses 
from the program income, the fedeml share ratio would he mul tiplied against $0 income. 

Pursmllltto Grant 20 11-VF-GX-K020, NI1C asked a consultant to work with a TLOA 
Pilot Test Tribal Coun to develop a more detai led presentation on the Tribal Law mId 
Order Act (TLOA) and its impact on the Indiall Civil Rights Act for incorporation illio 
the Pro~ecution ofDUls curriculum. Due to the timing of the completion of the 
materials, we had the opportunity to pilot the presentation and ihe pre and post survey 
instruments during the Tribal Court Probation training session, conducted December 5-7, 
2012 in Las Vegas, NY where the cQnsultant resides. The tQtal expense charged to the 
grant was a S900 consultant fee ( I day of prepnratiQn, I day of training at S450/day). 

The fcdcral share ofthc cxpenscs ($900) divided by the total expcnse to conduct the 
training scssion (S3,327.07) which results in a ratio of 10.8% (0.1 03). 111e total income 
fo r the Tribal Court Probation training session was SI5,805. The 10.8% ratio mult iplied 
by the total income (S I5,805) results in program income of $ 1,707. 

Co rrective Action: For the expense related to the 2012 FAMR Conference, NUC can 
pay hack the actual cost of the tickets rather than charge the grant. This would eliminate 
the calculation of the program income fo r this event. Or, NI1C C.'Ul pay back the amount 
ofS I82.79, which resulted from the application of the ratio to the program ineome before 
deducting expenses. Or, if expenses may be deducted, there may be SO program income 
to report. 

For the expcnse relatcd to thc 2012 Tribal Court Probation training session, NTJC call 
repay the program income of $1707. 

Once O UT calculations an! verified by OJ 1', we wi ll re\'i~e the FFRs to retleet the pmb'r.lm 
income. 

Section: Program Performance and Accomplishments 

10. Recommendation that OJP ensure all deliverables are appro\'ed and implemented 
for use by grantees for Grant Number 2011-IP-8X-KOOI. 
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RESPONSE: NIJC AGREES with tbe recommcndation thai all dclivcnlblcs an: 
approvcd and implcmented for usc by grantees for Grant Number 2011·lP·SX·KOOI. 

CORRECfIVE ACTION: NUe is working with its BlA program specialists 10 resolve 
thc delays in obtaining BlA approval for thc dclivcRbln. NUe hu resubmitted ail 
dclivcrablcs still pending approva!. BJA program specialists arc routing the documents 
through the approval process. We do not have a limcframc for thc approvals process 
within 8 lA. 

(fyou bave lilly quesl ions, please contact me or Raquelle III (707) 579·5507 or email us at 
nijc@aol.com. 

losep A. MyeB 
Executive Director 

ee: OJP 

Attachmcot(s): Documents Supporting Recommendations 
Management Representlltion Leuer 
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APPENDIX 4 

OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS 
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 
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SEP - 2 2015 

MEMORANDUM TO: David 1. Gaschke 
Regional Audit Manager 
San Francisco Regional Audit Office 
Ornce of the lmpector General 

FROM: Ra lphE,~ 
Direct~~ 

SUBJECT: Response to tile Draft Audi t Report, Audit oj/he Office of Jusfice 
Progrums Granls Awarded 10 the National Indian Jus/ice Cenler, 
Santa Rosa, California 

'Ibis memorandum is in reference to your correspondence, datcd August 4, 2015, transmitting the 
above-referenced draft audit report for Ihc National Indian Just ice Center (NUC). We consider 
the subject report resolved and rcquest wri tten acccptance of this action from your office. 

The draft report contains 10 recommendations and $715,545 1 in net quest ioned costs. The 
fo !1owing is the Office of Justice Programs' (OJP) analysis of thc draft !Judit report 
recommendations. For ease of review, the recommendations are restated ill bold and are 
fo llowed by our response. 

I. We recommend that OJP ensure the NIJC eonlpletes, approves, and implements its 
wri tten poticies and procedures to ensure effective control over authorizations, 
vendor competitiun, or inventory managenlent. 

OJP agrees with the recommendation. We will coordinate with NIJC to obtain a copy of 
written policies and procedures, developed and implemented, to ensure that effective 
controls over authorizat ions, vendor competi tion, and inventory management are 
established. 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office oj J uslice Programs 

Office oj Audit, Assessment, and Management 

w ....... /ltglOII, D.C 10531 

, Some cusu were questioned for more than une reason. Net quest ioned costs exdude the duplicate amounts. 



 

 
 

2. We recommend tbat OJP remedy $304,411 ill unallowable eosts related to the 
following issues: 

a. $1,095 in grant reimbursements for unapproved federal employee travel 
expenditures from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

b. $690 in grant reimbursements for expenses inappropriately ebarged to Grant 
Number 201O-IC-BX-KOSl. 

c. $4,373 in grant reimbursements for unbudgeted expenses from Grant Number 
2011-IP-BX-KOOI. 

d. 524,785 in grant reimbuTlienlcnfs from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
$118,362 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-KOOI , and 
S93,109 in grant reimbuTliements from Grant Number 2011-VI<'-GX-K020 that 
were paid for indirect costs without an approved indirect cost rate. 

e. 530,562 in grant reimbuTlicmcnts from Grant Number 2011 -U'-BX-KOOJ and 
$30,554 from Grant Number 2011 -VF-GX-K020 expended prior to the 
removal ofSpeeiai Condition Numbers 21 and 40, rcspectively. 

f. $841 in grant reimbuTliements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-KOOI aud $40 
from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 expended on consultant rates in excess 
of the allowable $450 per day. 

OJP agrees with all pans of the recommendation. We will coordinate with NIJC 10 
remedy the $304,4 11 in questioned cosl~, related to the unallowable expenditures noted 
above, Ihat were charged to cooperative agreemcnt numbers 2010-JC·BX-K051, 
2011-JP-BX-KOOI , and 2011·VF-GX-K020. 

3. We recommend that OJP remedy $369,4182 in unsupported cosh related to the 
following i.~ ~ues: 

:I. S2 I 6,460 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-rP-8X-KOOJ for 
payments to a consultant that were not within the requirements of the MOU or 
OJP Financial Guide. 

b. S18,900 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 201 0-IC-BX-K05t and 
$74,508 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX·K020 for payments to consuitllnn. 
witbout sufficient time and effort reports. 

1 The difference is due to rouooing. 
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c. $9,865 in grant reimburscments from Grant Number 2010-IC-UX-K051, 
$43,084 from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-KOOI, and $3,..185 from G rant 
Number 20U-VF-GX-K020 for paymcnts to consultants without an 
agreement. 

d. $1,633 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 20tJ-IP-8X-KOOI and 
$1,584 fro m Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for training costs that lacked 
sufficient suppurt ing documentation. 

OJ P agrees with all parts of the recommcndation. We will coordinllte with NIJC to 
remedy the $369,418 in questioned costs, reillted to the unsupported expenditures note 
above, that were charged 10 cooperative agreemenl numbers 20l0-IC-BX-K051 , 
2011-IP-BX-KOOl, and 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

4. We recommend tba t OJP ensure the NIJC has policies and procedures in place to 
ensure expenses are properly approved before payment; consultant agreements are 
in place, and time and efforts reports are submitted fo support payments; signaturc 
pages arc maintained for each training event where per diem is distributed; an 
indirect cnst rate is approved befnre incurring indirect costs; and compliance with 
all gr"nt ~pecial conditions. 

01P llgrees with the recommendation. We will coordinate with NIJC 10 obtain a copy of 
writtcn policics and procedures, developed and implementcd, to ensure that: Federal 
grant expenditures are properly approved before paymcnt; consultant agreements are in 
place, and time and efforts reports are submitted to support payments; signatutc pages arc 
maintained fo r each training event where per diem is distributed; an indirect cost ratc is 
approved before incurring indirect co~ts; and NIJC complies with all award special 
conditions. 

5. We recommend that OJP r emedy the $43.360 from G rant Number 2010-le -BX
KOSl and $265 from Gr"llt Number 201l-VF-GX-K020 in unallowable expenses 
related to cumulath'c transfers bctw«n budgct categories exceeding the allowable 
10-perccnt. 

OJP agrees with the recommendation. Wc will coordinate with NIJC to remedy the 
$43 ,625 in questioned costs, related to cumulative transfers between budget eategorie~ 
exceeding the allowahle IO-percelll threshold, that were charged to coopt!ralive 
agreement numbers 201O-IC-8X-K05l ($43,360) and 2011-VF-GX-K020 ($265). 

6. We recommend that OJP ensure tbe NIJe implements policies and procedures to 
ensure compliance with budget requirements. 

OJP agrees with thc recommcndation. We will coordinate with NIJC to obtain a copy of 
written policies and procedures, developed and implemetlted, to ensure compliance with 
budgct requi rements for Pedera[ awards. 
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7. We recommend that OJP remedy $5,410 in expenditures tbat were incurred ann 
the gnlnt period ('nded (or Gnlnt Number 2011 · V}o'·GX·K020. 

OJP agrees with thc recommcndation. We will coord inate with NI1C to remedy the 
$5,410 in questioned costs, related to expenditures incurred aller the projcct period end 
date, that were charged to cooperative agrecment number 201 1·YF·GX·K020. 

8. We recommend that OJP ensure that the Nt,le implements II proce.s5 10 .'Iubmit 
"'I'R.s that accurately ren ect expenditures for each reporting period. 

OlP agrees with the recommendation. We will coordinate with NJJC to oblllin a copy of 
written policies and proced ures. developed lind implemented, to ensure lhat future 
Federal Financial Reports (FFRs) accurately reflect expenditures for each reporting 
period cumulatively; and the supporting documentat ion is maintained for (ulure auditing 
purposes. 

9. We recommend that OJP ensure that the NU C determines the amount of the total 
tuition and registra tion fCClJ collected from the t raining eVents partially funded with 
gra nt funds that should be considered program income for Gra nt Number 
2011·VF--G X·K020, and eitber uses the program in come for graot purposes or 
returns generated income to OJP. 

OJP agrees with the recommendation. We will coordinate with NIJC to: obtain 
documentation to support the program income earned and expended, related to tuitiou 
and registrat io n fees collected from the training events, whieh were partially fundt'd with 
Federal grant funds; ensure the program income is properly reported on the revised final 
FFR forcoopcrnt ivc agreement number 201 1· VF·GX·K020j and cnsure that any unused 
program income is returned to OlP. 

10. We recommend that OJP ensure a ll dcliverables a re a pproved a nd implemented for 
use by grantees for cooperative agreement numhe r 20 II · II>·HX·KOO I. 

OJI) agrees with the rewmmendatioll. We will coordinate with the NI1C to ensure that 
all plaMed deJiverablcs [or cooperative agrecment number 2011·1J>·BX·KOQI have been 
lIehicvcd. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft audit repon. ][you have any 
questions or require additional infonnation. please contact Jeffery A. Ilaley. Deputy Director. 
Audi t Coordination Branch, Audi t and Review Division. on (202) 616·2936. 

cc; Jeffery A. Haley 
Deputy Director. Audit and Rcvicw Division 
Office of Audit, Assessment and Management 
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cc: Denise O'OOiU'Je\l 
Director 
Ilureau of lustice Assistance 

Tracey Trautman 
Deputy Dim:tor for ]'rograms 
Bureau of Justice Assistance 

I'arnelu Carnrnanlta 
Chief of Staff 
HurCHU of lustice Assistance 

Michael Bonner 
Budget Director 
Bureau of Justice Assistance 

Amanda LoCicero 
Budget Analyst 
Bureau of Justice Assistance 

Darn Schulman 
Grant Program Specialist 
Bureau of Justice Assistance 

Marilyn Robcns 
Acting Director 
Office for Victims of Crime 

Kristina Rose 
Deputy Director 
Office for Victims of Crime 

Allison Turkel 
Deputy Director 
Office lor Victims of Crime 

James Simonson 
Associate Director for Operations 
Officc for Victims of Crime 

Kimberly Woodward 
Gr.mts Management Specialist 
Office for Victims of Crime 
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cc: Jasmine D'Addario-Fobian 
Victim Justicc Program Sp!.-'Ci!liist 
Office for Victim~ of Crime 

Leigh A. Benda 
Chief Financial Officer 

Christal MeNcil-Wright 
!\ssoci!lte Chicf Financi!ll Officer 
Grants Financial Management Division 
Office of the Chief Financial Officcr 

Jerry Conty 
Assistant Chief Financial Officer 
Grants Financial Management Division 
otIke of the Chief Financial Officer 

Aida Brumme 
Acting Manager, Evaluation and Oversight Branch 
Grants Financial Management Division 
Office of the Chief Financial Officer 

Richard P. Theis 
Assistant Director, Audit Liaison Group 
Internal Review and Evaluation Office 
Justice Management Division 

OJP Executive Secretariat 
Control Number 11"20150811155542 
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APPENDIX 5 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL  

ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 


NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
 

The OIG provided a draft of this audit report to the NIJC and the OJP.  The 
NIJC’s response is incorporated as Appendix 3 of this final report, and OJP’s 
response is included as Appendix 4.  For clarification, minor adjustments were 
made to the draft report.  The following provides the OIG’s analysis of the 
responses and summary of actions necessary to close the report. 

In its response, OJP agreed with all 10 of our recommendations and stated 
that it will coordinate with the NIJC to address our recommendations.  The NIJC 
agreed with four of our recommendations, partially agreed with five, and disagreed 
with one. 

Recommendation: 

1. Ensure the NIJC completes, approves, and implements its written 
policies and procedures to ensure effective control over authorizations, 
vendor competition, or inventory management. 

Resolved.  OJP agreed with the recommendation and stated it would coordinate 
with the NIJC to obtain a copy of written policies and procedures, developed and 
implemented. 

The NIJC stated that it partially agreed with this recommendation.  The NIJC is 
currently revising its fiscal policies and procedures, which are the procedures the 
auditors reviewed.  The NIJC provided the current fiscal policies and procedures, 
which include dollar thresholds.  The revised fiscal policies will include new 
thresholds and will be reviewed by the NIJC board for approval. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive documentation of the 
approved revised fiscal policies and procedures.   

2. Remedy $304,411 in unallowable costs related to the following issues: 

a.	 $1,095 in grant reimbursements for unapproved federal employee travel 
expenditures from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

b. $690 in grant reimbursements for expenses inappropriately charged to Grant 
Number 2010-IC-BX-K051. 

c.	 $4,373 in grant reimbursements for unbudgeted expenses from Grant 

Number 2011-IP-BX-K001.
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d. $24,785 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
$118,362 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, 
and $93,109 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 
that were paid for indirect costs without an approved indirect cost rate. 

e.	 $30,562 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 and 
$30,554 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 
expended prior to the removal of Special Condition Numbers 21 and 40, 
respectively.  

f.	 $841 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 and 
$40 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 
expended on consultant rates in excess of the allowable $450 per day. 

Resolved.  OJP agreed with all parts of the recommendation and stated it would 
coordinate with the NIJC to remedy the $304,411 in questioned costs. 

The NIJC responded to each of the six unallowable expenditure categories 
separately and had the following comments related to the specific 
recommendations. 

For recommendations subpart a through subpart c, the NIJC agreed with our 
recommendation.  The NIJC explained it will:  for subpart a, determine if there is 
a viable justification for the federal employee travel for the $1,095 in grant 
reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 or it will repay the 
amount to the OVC; for subpart b, correct the financial records in the amount of 
$690 which was mistakenly charged to Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051; and for 
subpart c, submit a GAN to revise the project budget to include a budget line 
item for accounting services for the $4,373 in unbudgeted grant expenses from 
Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-001. 

For subpart d, the NIJC did not agree with our recommendation and stated in its 
response that the NIJC’s proposed budgets are for costs assignable to a 
particular project and are not indirect costs.  Additionally, no special conditions 
requiring an indirect cost rate were applied to the NIJC awards.  The NIJC did 
not provide any documentation indicating these costs were assignable to specific 
grants.  The NIJC further provided an example demonstrating the use of an 
allocation method to assign costs to a grant.  As such, these costs meet the 
definition of indirect cost per the OJP Financial Guide and 2 C.F.R Part 230 and 
require the establishment of an approved indirect cost rate.  Therefore, these 
costs are still unallowable. The NIJC stated that it would develop and submit an 
indirect cost agreement to OJP, if necessary. 

For subpart e, the NIJC did not agree with our recommendation and stated in its 
response that the NIJC’s accountant included the salary and fringe entries 
starting with the original grant period in October rather than in December per 
the Special Conditions.  The NIJC will work with the accountant to create 
corrected journal entries for both grants.  However, from our transaction 
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testing, employees charged time to the grants during this period.  As such, the 
NIJC incurred expenses during this timeframe regardless of when grant funds 
were drawn down.  For Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020, the NIJC reiterated 
that the BJA had asked the NIJC to begin grant activities prior to the removal of 
Special Condition 21.  The NIJC will submit a GAN to the BJA to address the 
expenditures incurred prior to the removal of Special Condition 21. 

For subpart f, the NIJC did not agree with part of our recommendation and 
stated in its response that $113 of the questionable amount of $841 in grant 
reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 was due to an 
overpayment of 2 hours by NIJC, totaling $113.  The NIJC responded it did not 
pay the consultant in excess of the allowable $450 per day.  The NIJC will revise 
the accounting records and refund 2 hours back Grant Number 
2011-IP-BX-K001.  The $841 also included $729 paid to the Project Technology 
Specialist and $40 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 at a rate that 
exceeded $450 per day.  The NIJC will submit a GAN to modify his rate based 
upon his skills and experience. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive documentation supporting 
that the $304,411 in unallowable expenditures has been remedied.  This 
includes the repayment of $1,095 in federal employee travel, if necessary, and 
$113 for overpayment of 2 hours to a consultant, corrected accounting records 
and repayment of $690, and GANs adding accounting services, approving 
expenditures prior to the removal of Special Condition 21, and approving the 
payment of more than $450 per day for one consultant.  

3.	 Remedy $369,418 in unsupported costs related to the following 
issues:10 

a.	 $216,460 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 for 
payments to a consultant that were not within the requirements of the MOU 
or OJP Financial Guide. 

b. $18,900 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 and 
$74,508 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for payments to consultants 
without sufficient time and effort reports. 

c.	 $9,865 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051, 
$43,084 from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001, and $3,385 from Grant 
Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for payments to consultants without an 
agreement. 

d. $1,633 in grant reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 and 
$1,584 from Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 for training costs that lacked 
sufficient supporting documentation. 

10  The difference is due to rounding. 
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Resolved.  OJP agreed with all parts of the recommendation and stated it would 
coordinate with the NIJC to remedy the $369,418 in questioned costs. 

The NIJC responded to each of the four unsupported expenditure categories 
separately and had the following comments related to the specific 
recommendations. 

For recommendation subpart a, the NIJC did not agree that $216,460 in grant 
reimbursements from Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 for consultant payments 
were not unsupported.  The NIJC did not provide a justification for payment to 
the consultant without documented hours worked.  The NIJC further explained 
that NIJC will ask the contractor to provide time report to support their invoices 
in the future.  Therefore, these costs are still unsupported. 

For recommendation subpart b, the NIJC did not agree that $18,900 paid from 
Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 and $74,508 paid from Grant Number 
2011-VF-GX-K020 to consultants was without sufficient time and effort reports. 
NIJC stated in its response that it was able to witness the consultants’ work.  
Agendas and work products were delivered and verified by NIJC project staff. 
Although, the NIJC stated work products were delivered, we were unable to 
verify the hours worked or specific activities for payment as the invoices lacked 
specific information.  Therefore, these costs remained questioned as 
unsupported. The NIJC also stated that it will develop new protocol for 
consultants to report their hours and activities. 

For recommendations subpart c and subpart d, the NIJC concurred with our 
recommendation.  The NIJC explained, for subpart c, it will develop consultant 
agreements to document the consultant’s role in a project.  For subpart d, the 
NIJC explained it has searched for the missing receipts and bills with limited 
success. For the $1,584 amount related to audio visual equipment rental, the 
NIJC stated it provided the hotel’s menu of AV equipment rental and broke down 
the charges for the training room.  However, this was done as handwritten 
notes.  We were not provided an invoice of equipment rental.  Therefore, these 
costs remain unsupported. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive documentation supporting 
that the $369,418 in unsupported expenditures has been remedied. This 
includes the new protocol developed for consultants to report their hours and 
activities and consultant agreements related to unsupported costs. 

4.	 Ensure the NIJC has policies and procedures in place to ensure 
expenses are properly approved before payment; consultant 
agreements are in place and time and effort reports are submitted to 
support payments; signature pages are maintained for each training 
event where per diem is distributed; an indirect cost rate is approved 
before incurring indirect costs; and compliance with all grant special 
conditions. 
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Resolved.  OJP agreed with the recommendation and stated it would coordinate 
with the NIJC to obtain a copy of written policies and procedures, developed and 
implemented. 

The NIJC partially agreed with the recommendation.  The NIJC stated it has 
fiscal policies in place that include procedures to ensure expenses are properly 
approved before payment.  From our review, despite the current policies, 
expenses were paid without the proper approval.  The NIJC also explained it will 
need to update its pending draft policies to include criteria consultant 
agreements and time and effort reports. As explained in its response to 
recommendation Number 2(d), the NIJC will submit an indirect cost agreement 
to OJP if necessary.  

This recommendation can be closed when we receive a copy of the approved 
updated fiscal policies that address these issues. 

5.	 Remedy the $43,360 from Grant Number 2010-IC-BX-K051 and $265 
Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 in unallowable expenses related to 
cumulative transfers between budget categories exceeding the 
allowable 10-percent. 

Resolved.  OJP and the NIJC agreed with the recommendation.  OJP stated it 
would coordinate with the NIJC to remedy the $43,625 in questioned costs. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence of the GANs 
submitted or repayment of funds.  

6.	 Ensure the NIJC implements policies and procedures to ensure 
compliance with budget requirements. 

Resolved.  OJP agreed with the recommendation and stated it would coordinate 
with the NIJC to obtain a copy of written policies and procedures, developed and 
implemented. 

The NIJC partially agreed with the recommendation.  The NIJC stated it has 
fiscal policies in place to ensure compliance with budget requirements. From 
our review, despite the current policies, we identified deficiencies with budget 
compliance.  The NIJC also explained it will need to update its pending draft 
policies to include criteria consultant agreements and time and effort reports.   

This recommendation can be closed when we receive documentation of the 
approved updated fiscal policies that address these issues. 

7.	 Remedy $5,410 in expenditures that were incurred after the grant 
period ended for Grant Number 2011-VF-GX-K020. 

Resolved. OJP agreed with the recommendation and stated it would coordinate 
with the NIJC to remedy the $5,410 in questioned costs. 
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The NIJC did not agree with the recommendation.  The NIJC explained that all 
grant funds were drawn down by September 30, 2014 and that project staff 
continued to report their time working on the grant during the extension period 
to January 31, 2015.  The amount in question is a recording of staff time to 
address OVC Peer Review comments.  Although grant funds may have been 
draw down, the OJP Financial Guide states that no new obligations can be made 
after the end of the grant period.  The salary expenses qualify as new 
obligations which occurred after the end of the grant period.  Therefore, these 
costs are still unallowable. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive documentation supporting 
that the $5,410 in expenditures incurred after the grant period end has been 
remedied. 

8.	 Ensure that the NIJC implements a process to submit FFRs that 
accurately reflect expenditures for each reporting period. 

Resolved. OJP and the NIJC agreed with the recommendation.  OJP stated it 
would coordinate with the NIJC to obtain a copy of written policies and 
procedures, developed and implemented. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive revised policies and 
procedures for submitting FFRs. 

9.	 Ensure that the NIJC determines the amount of the total tuition and 
registration fees collected from the training events partially funded with 
grant funds that should be considered program income for Grant 
Number 2011-VF-GX-K020 and either uses the program income for 
grant purposes or returns generated income to OJP. 

Resolved. OJP and the NIJC agreed with the recommendation and stated it 
would coordinate with the NIJC to support program income earned and 
expended. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive revised FFRs and 

repayment of the program income, if necessary. 
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10. Ensure all deliverables are approved and implemented for use by 
grantees for Grant Number 2011-IP-BX-K001 and work with the NIJC to 
resolve the Special Condition removal to allow the NIJC to achieve its 
goals and objectives under the grant. 

Resolved. OJP and the NIJC agreed with the recommendation.  OJP stated it 
would coordinate with the NIJC to ensure all planned deliverables have been 
achieved. 

This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that the 
deliverables have been achieved. 
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The Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General 
(DOJ OIG) is a statutorily created independent entity 
whose mission is to detect and deter waste, fraud, 
abuse, and misconduct in the Department of Justice, and 
to promote economy and efficiency in the Department’s 
operations. Information may be reported to the DOJ 
OIG’s hotline at www.justice.gov/oig/hotline or 
(800) 869-4499. 
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